
Product Speci�cation
Brand Cequence

Construction Material

Batten Style

Finish

Gap Size

Grade

Country of Origin

Quailty Control

Panel Construction

Guarantee

Western Red Cedar

Privacy Slim

Planed all Round

7mm between Battens

Clear Grade 2 or Better
Canada

Exceeds NLGA Grading Rules

Hidden Stainless Steel Ring Shank Nails

20 years

If you are looking to introduce a contemporary 
slatted fence to your garden, our Cedar Privacy Slim 
slatted panels are the perfect option.

They are designed to fit together to create a 
seamless fence with no visible posts. A 
continuousline travelling around your garden brings 
a sense of order and calm to outdoor spaces.

The warm Cedar colours are also the perfect backdrop 
to plant against, or a wonderful foil for sculpture or 
water features.  Create the right look, first time 
with ease, with Cequence slatted fencing.

Our popular Privacy Slim panels have the unique 
style of slatted fencing but also have the 
added benefit of offering complete privacy.

Our standard slatted fencing panels have small gaps 
between each batten so it is possible to look through 
the gaps.  These Privacy Slim fence panels 
give the same contemporary look but 
offer complete privacy without the gaps.

Privacy Slim slatted fencing panels are constructed 
from high quality Western Red Cedar 
shiplap boards in our joinery workshop.

These panels are used in conjunction with our posts 
and capping as part of the patented Cequence system 
or they can be attached to a wall or existing fence.

This unique panel is the ideal solution for privacy in 
your garden.  The shiplap boards have rebates in them 
that give an attractive shadow line and slatted look.

KEY FACTS 
 High quality Western Red Cedar 
 Brings contemporary style to your garden 
 Offers complete privacy 
 Readymade slatted fence panels 
 Creates perfect horizontal lines 
 No visible fixings when installed 
 Easy and accurate installation every time 
  
  
 Built with stainless steel fixings 
  
  

Built with 44mm x 17mm Cedar slim shiplap boards
7mm rebated grooves between Cedar battens



Cequence Capping 
Rail

Cequence Privacy 
Slim Slatted 
Fence Panel

Cequence Post with 
Profiled Top


